Miki Island™
Play your way to better
team performance

The Group Development Questionnaire® and
Integrated Model of Group Development based
on Susan Wheelan’s research, form the
foundation of a new, digital solution developed
with the purpose of enhancing team
performance through gamification.

A remote learning experience for teams

This new team intervention is made possible through a collaboration between GDQ
Associates and aeqlia. Both partners share a strong belief that learners and teams
can get the best of all worlds: a fun, collaborative and engaging learning experience
based on proven research and methodology to improve their performance on-thejob. All digital and remote.
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Digital experiential learning program
Team-based decision-making and reflection
Designed and developed based on Susan Wheelan’s research
Facilitator-led and fully virtual on any video-conference system
Digital collaboration and reflections with GDQ Questionnaire, wordclouds, polls

The process
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The experience
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Business application
workshop (30 – 45 min)

Face challenges in the
game
The experience

The workshop Miki Island™

By playing a game with team members and being taken into a fictional environment, learners
open themselves up to new possibilities and learnings, letting go of their “default” behavior in
the workplace and bringing their true selves to the game.
The game Miki Island™ has been designed to reflect real-life business challenges that teams
face in the workplace. It is based on the Educate, Entertain, Inspire & Apply™ framework
developed by aeqlia.
• 5-150+ participants
• 3-4h virtual workshop
• Platform Agnostic (Zoom, Teams, Bluejeans…)
• Facilitator-led: 100% Digital & Remote
• Collaborative & Team-based game decision-making

The narrative
After being rewarded with an end-of-the-year retreat to Hawaii with
your team for your outstanding team performance, you’re packing
with what you need most – sun cream, bikinis, hangover morning
pills… and you jump on the plane.
You’re lucky. You have on the plane with you the world’s famous
Adventurer Grizz! As you fly over Miki Island, the island she
discovered a few years ago, she gives you a tour and you learn that
Miki comes from the Hawaian “Quick & Nimble”! She certainly had to
be extremely agile to survive over there.
Suddenly, the plane encounters some technical issues. With a drop
in cabin pressure, everyone passes out and the plane crashes
somewhere on Miki Island.
You wake up and your team are the only survivors. You have a
limited amount of days to reach the marine base across the Island,
and have limited information!
Your mission is to go through the island’s jungle to the only rescue
point, or you will die. Many dangers await you on the Island…
Only the strong will survive!

Learn and solve
The debrief

The debrief
Team members evaluate and reflect on a joint experience. The purpose is to stimulate
learning, identify areas for improvement and plan for the future. Regular team debriefing
results in shared mental models.
Research shows that individuals and teams that use team debriefs are more effective
compared to individuals and teams who do not engage in team debriefs. The effectiveness
increases with an average of 25%.
(Tannenbaum & Cerasoli, 2013)

Stage 1: Dependence and inclusion
These are some game analogies that are integrated into the game design of the program
and are debriefed and discussed during the learning modules.
GDQ I
Inclusion and safety concerns - With the time pressure of 60 minutes to reach the rescue
point, will teams be able to have an inclusive decision-making process or will this become a
one-person show?
Lack of structure - Video-communication, different screens, different roles, overwhelming
information. Teams will truly test themselves and how effectively they actually collaborate
in a virtual world!

Stage 2: Counterdependence and fight
These are some game analogies that are integrated into the game design of the program
and are debriefed and discussed during the learning modules.
GDQ II
Fight - With many strategies and tactics possible to survive, disagreements and conflicts
will have to be managed effectively within the team.
Signs of emergent structure - In order to reach the rescue point as fast as possible, your
team will have different milestones to achieve (sprints) with an opportunity to review and
learn in between each milestone.

Stage 3: Trust and structure
These are some game analogies that are integrated into the game design of the program
and are debriefed and discussed during the learning modules.
GDQ III
Trust/cooperation/positive emotions - Your team will need specific resources each day to
survive. Will you be able to maximize your resources to deliver the highest value possible
for your team?
Leader as resource - Resources, information, strategy, communication… There is plenty to
do in order to survive, and it will require every team member to contribute. Will everyone
show up and lead, or will some team members let the team down?

Stage 4: Work and productivity
These are some game analogies that are integrated into the game design of the program
and are debriefed and discussed during the learning modules.
GDQ IV
Effective organization - The island you are on with your team is un-welcoming. With
incomplete information & changing landscape, will your team be able to adapt and change
strategy and tactics to maximize its performance.
Culture/norms/values - The journey to the rescue point is filled with challenges and
obstacles. Will teams be able to persevere and be resilient, or will they give up on the way?

Make it happen
Business application
workshop

Apply learnings back at work
We engage learners and teams both emotionally and rationally to move from awareness into
behavior change and performance improvement.

You can use it to meet various business needs:

● Virtual workshop or conference
● Team development coaching program
● Leadership development or enterprise roll-out

Summary

P
Play

A digital, engaging
and team-based
game with your
remote team

R
Reflect

On the choices you
made in the game
and understand the
game analogies
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Improve & learn

Solve

Make it happen

About highperforming & agile
teams using the
IMGD model and GDQ
Group diagnostic
questionnaire

Challenges your
team is facing back
into the workplace
with the newly
acquired learnings

Create a 90-day
behavior with intent
change plan.

About GDQ Associates

GDQ Associates AB is an organisation that
provides high quality services in the areas of
group and organisational development,
training and professional certification.
https://gdq.se/

www.aeqlia.com

Aeqlia is a Singapore-based learning company that
combines digital experiential learning, robustness of
behavior science and power of technology & data to
improve remote and virtual team’s performance.

If you have any queries, contact us at: gdq@gdqassoc.com

